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tf-REFINABILITY AND LOCAL PROPERTIES

J. M. ATKINS AND R. F. GITTINGS

ABSTRACT. If  Ç   is a property more general than metrizability, we

prove several theorems of the general type: A locally Q,   (9-refinable space

is a Ç-space.

1. Introduction. Let (Q) be a property for a space X. We call a space

X a locally (Q)-space if each point of the space has an open neighborhood

with property (Q). Smirnov [20] proved that a paracompact, locally metriz-

able space is metrizable. Ceder fe] proved that a paracompact, locally M •-

space is an M -space for z = 1, 2, 3. Burke [5] recently showed that a sub-

paracompact, locally developable space is developable.

Throughout this paper, n, m £ N and   a £ A.  A space  X  is 6-refinable

[21] if for every open cover li of X there is a sequence (Ü S of open refinements

of li such that if x £ X, there is an 77 (x) £ N  such that x is contained in

at most finitely many members of Ö  ,   .  (i.e.  ord(x, Ö  ,   ,) < °°).  If ll =

\ Ua\ is an open cover of X and \ljn\  is a (9-refinement of ll  we may assume,

without loss of generality, that Ü   = JV (a)} where V (A) C Un fot each
o j ' n n n —      a

a £ A.  Such a collection  Wn\  will be called an indexed 6-refinement of ll.

Clearly every metacompact  space is ö-refinable and Burke [5] proved that

every subparacompact space is ö-refinable.  We show in Example A.A that

paracompactness cannot be replaced by subparacompactness, metacompact-

ness or (9-refinability in the results of Smirnov and Ceder.

We assume all spaces are  T,.  The positive integers are denoted by  N.

2. Locally semistratifiable spaces.   A space X  is a semistratifiable

space if for each open set U C X, there is a collection {U  \ of closed sub-

sets of X such that  (7 = U°°=i ^    an^ if U Ç V, V open, then  U   C V  .

The concept of a semistratifiable space is due to E. Michael and was first

studied by Creede [9].  Creede proved that every semistratifiable space is

subparacompact and thus ö-refinable.
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A collection A  of closed subsets of a space  X  is a ct-net fot X  if

for any two distinct points x, y, of X, there is an  F £ 3"   such that x £ F

and y ?F.  A space with a zj-closure preserving ct-net is called a o "-space.

These definitions were introduced by Siwiec and Nagata in [19L

A space X  is a ß-space if for each x £ X, there is a sequence ig  (x)]

of open neighborhoods of x  such that if x e g (x ), then \x  \  clusters.  The

first author and Hodel [12] independently defined /3-spaces and proved

Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.1.  A space X  is a semistratifiable space if and only if X

is a ß-space and a on-space.

The main result of this section is that a Ö-refinable, locally semi-

stratifiable space is semistratifiable.  To get this we first obtain the anal-

ogous result for /3-spaces and a  -spaces and then invoke Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.2.  A 6-refinable, locally ß-space is a ß-space.

Proof.   Let   11 = \Ua\ be an open cover of X by /3-spaces.  For each

x £ X and for each   a £ A  such that  x £ Ua, let {g    a(x)\ be a sequence of

open neighborhoods of x  illustrating that  Ua is a /3-space.  We may assume

Sn+\ a.ix) £ g„ a.(x)  f°r all 77 £ N.   Let lö^S  be an indexed d-refinement of

li.  For every x e X  and n £ N there exists an  a    £ A   such that x £ V iax).

Let hn,m(-x) = ëm,axix) 0 ^(o^)  and put hjx) = f\m= 1 *„tJx)>.  Suppose

x.  £ h   (x   ).  There exists an integer T2n  such that ord(x, Ö    ) is finite.
Omm & u '      n(¡

For m> nn, xn £ h (x   ) C V    (a     ).  But {a     : ttz = 1, 2, • • • !  is a
0'     0 no."*      m' -     7Z0      xm xm '     '

finite set and hence there is an a £ A and a subsequence /V. C N - ¡1, 2, • • • , m\

such that ax  = a for all ;' e /V,.  Thus xQ e h      Ax^ Ç gjta(x) for all

7 e zVj.  Since   t/a is a /3-space, {x. : j £ Ny]  clusters and thus the sequence

)x   ] clusters.  Hence  X is a /3-space.

In order to establish a theorem for zj  -spaces analogous to Theorem 2.2,

we need the following characterization of o "-spaces due essentially to R.

W. Heath.

Lemma 2.3.  A space X  is a o  -space if and only if for each x £ X,

there is a sequence [g (x)\ of open neighborhoods of x such that

(X=ig„ix) = \x\  and if y £ g ix), then gniy) Ç g ix).

Theorem 2.4.   A d-refinable, locally on-space X  is a on-space.

Proof.   Let li = \Ua\ be an open cover of X  by o "-spaces.   For each

x £ X and for each  a £ A  such that x e Ua,   let \g    a(x)! be a sequence
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of open neighborhoods of x satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.3 for   Ua.

We first show that if there is a point-finite open refinement of li, then  X  is

a o "-space.  Thus let Ö = JVJ be an indexed point-finite open refinement of

li.  For each x £ X, let  hn(x) = (~)\g„ aix) n Va: x £ V J.  Then it is easy to

verify that \hix)\  satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.3 for X.   Thus X  is

a o"-space.

Now let {Hi be a (9-refinement of li.  Let X        = \x £ X: ord(x K ) < m\

Then  Xjb   is a closed subset of X  and every point of X is of finite

order relative to K      Since the property of being ff" is hereditary, {U O X      :

U £ li| is an open cover of X by o "-spaces.  Since \H O X       : H £ H   1
r n ,m      > ? n ,m n'

is a point-finite open refinement of i U O X       : U elii, X is a ff "-space.
A n ,m '     n,m r

But X = U'à^„ „S • Since the countable union of closed a "-spaces is clearly

o-", X  is a cr"-space.

The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.1,

2.2 and 2.4.

Theorem 2.5.   A locally semistratifiable space X  is semistratifiable if

and only if X  is 6-refinable.

Creede [9] has shown that a space  X  is semimetrizable if and only if

X is semistratifiable and first countable.  Thus we have the following:

Theorem 2.6.   A locally semimetrizable space X  is semimetrizable if

and only if X  is 6-refinable.

A collection  £ of subsets of a space  X  is called a network for X  if

for any open set  U C X  and x £ U there is a set ß el such that x eßC U.

A space with a cr-locally finite closed network is called a o-space [18] (see

also [19]).   It is easy to verify that every ff-space is semistratifiable.

Theorem 2.7.   A locally o-space is a o-space if and only if X is 6-refinable.

Proof.  The necessity is obvious.  Conversely, let   li = Í (7ai  be an open

cover of X  by cr-spaces.  Since each   Ua is semistratifiable, it follows from

Theorem 2.5 that X  is semistratifiable and hence subparacompact.  Let j =

U°°=i ?    be a cr-discrete closed refinement of li.  Since the property of o

is hereditary, X  has a (T-discrete closed cover by cr-spaces.  Hence X  is a

cr-space.

A class of spaces which simultaneously generalizes cr-spaces and M -

spaces [13] is the class of S-spaces introduced by Nagami [loi.  A space

X is a espace if there is a sequence of locally finite closed covers |i   |

of X  such that if  x    6  ill F £ 3"   : x £ F]  for some fixed point x £ X, then
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(x^l   clusters.  Michael [14] has pointed out that replacing "cr-locally finite"

by "cj-closure preserving" in the definition of X-space leads to a strictly

larger class of spaces, which are called 2  -spaces.

It is unknown if a ö-refinable, locally S-space is a S-space.  In fact, it

is not even known if the union of two open S-spaces is a S-space.  However,

by Corollary 1.10 and Theorem  3-2 of [16], we have the following partial

result.

Theorem 2.8.  A subparacompact, locally ^.-space is a %-space.

On the other hand, using a characterization of 2 -spaces given by

Nagata 117] (see also [2]) we can obtain the following theorem.  The proof is

essentially the same as the proof of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 and is omitted.

Theorem 2.9.   A 6-refinable, locally 2\ -space is a X-space.

3. Locally p-spaces and locally zzzA-spaces.   By Axhangel  skil [l], a

completely regular space  X is called a p-space if there is a sequence ill   !

of open (in ßX) covers of X such that if x £ X, n°°_, St(x, U ) C X.  If,
A ' n — i '     n   — '

in addition, for each x e X  and  n £ N   there exists an  nix) £ N  such that

St(x, li„(    ) Ç St(x, lin), then X  is called a strict p-space.

A space  X  is a wA-space [4] if there is a sequence Í li   !  of open covers

of X such that if x    eSt(x, li ), then  ix  S  clusters.
n '     n ' n

Creede [9] introduced the class of quasi-complete spaces which simul-

taneously generalizes p-spaces and z/jA-spaces.  A space  X  is a quasi-

complete space if there is a sequence {11   I  of open covers of  X  such that

if {xfe:   ky n\ U \x\ Ç U £]\n  for some fixed point  x £ X, then  {x^S   clusters.

In order to obtain the results of this section we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1  (Burke [6]).   For a completely regular 6-refinable space X,

the following are equivalent:

(a) X  is a p-space.

(b) X  is a strict p-space.

(c) X  is a wA-space.

(d) X  is a quasi-complete space.

Moreover, conditions (c) and (d) are equivalent for any 6-refinable space X.

It should be noted that the equivalence of (a), (b) and (c) is the content

of Theorem 1.7 of [6].  The "moreover" is Corollary 3.1.8 of [lOj.

Theorem 3.2.  A 6-refinable, locally quasi-complete space  X is quasi-

complete.
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Proof.   Let li = \Ua\  be an open cover of X  by quasi-complete spaces.

For each  a £ A, let i§    J  be a sequence of open covers of  Ua illustrating

that  U a is quasi-complete.  We may assume yn + 1  a < a„ a f°r a^ n £ N.

Let {Ö   I  be an indexed ö-refinement of U.   Let us put ffl^ m = \G n Vn(a):

G e G     „|  and KL = A^I1    , W       .  Then for each  k e A/, H,   is an open
'-'m,0- k 7Z+m=2     n,m Ze z

cover of X.

Suppose  ¡x.: i > n\ U lx] C //    eK    for some fixed point x e X.   There

exists an integer t20  such that ord(x, Ö    ) is'finite.  For each k £ N, put

S,  = Sx.: z > tz„ + /el.  Since S, C H     .,   £ K       it follows that J.Clf for some
k i       —    0 & —     « rj +ze 7Z0 * —

W e ffin    k.   Thus there exists  an   ak e A   and a Gfe £ §fe a    such that 5¿ C

G, n V    (a ).  But \a,: k £ N\ is a finite set and hence there is an  a £ A
k no     k k

and a subsequence N ,C N  such that  a. = a for all j £ Nj.  Since  S. =

|x.: z > 7zQ + /'S U ix} Ç G. e §. a, the sequence íx  \  clusters.

The next two results are an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1 and

Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.3.  A 6-refinable, locally wA-space is a wA-space.

Theorem 3.4.  A completely regular 6-refinable locally p-space (locally

strict p-space) is a p-space (strict p-space).

A. Applications and examples.

Theorem 4.1.   A locally Moore space X  is a Moore space if and only if

X  is 6-refinable.

Proof.   A locally Moore space is both locally semistratifiable and locally

quasi-complete.  Thus, by Theorems 3.2 and 2.5, X  is both semistratifiable

and quasi-complete.   It follows from 19, Theorem 4.6] that  X  is a Moore space.

We note that Theorem 4.1 generalizes, at least for regular spaces, the

result of Burke mentioned in the Introduction.

Theorem 4.2 (Smirnov [20]).  A locally metrizable space X  is metrizable

if and only if X  is paracompact.

Proof.   A locally metrizable space is a locally Moore space and hence a

Moore space by Theorem 4.1.  But a paracompact Moore space is metrizable

[33.
The next result follows immediately from Corollary 3.5.  For the appro-

priate definitions the reader is referred to [15].

Theorem 4.3.  A paracompact, locally M (zM*  /Vi", or wM)-space X  is an

M IM , M", or wM)-space.
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Example 4.4.  Let S be the space of Example 1 in [ll].  The space S is

a metacompact Moore space which is locally metrizable, but not metrizable.

Thus paracompactness in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 cannot be replaced by meta-

compactness, subparacompactness or ô-refinability.

Example 4.5.   Let  X be the space constructed by Burke in [7].   This is

an example of a locally compact, locally metrizable space which is not 6-

refinable.   This example shows that (9-refinability is necessary in Theorems

2.2, 2.5—2.7, 2.9, 3.3, and subparacompactness is necessary in Theorem 2.8.
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